Vein stripping is a standard procedure in the treatment of varicose veins. It has a better long-term result than sclerotherapy (1) or saphenofemoral ligation alone (2). Vastrip Special is the original disposable vein stripping instrument and more than one million have been used since it was first launched.

Vastrip Special has a spiral formed tip that can help insertion through twisted, rechanneled or collapsed veins. The smaller olive is an integral part of the stripper and 3 larger olives are included, allowing selection of an appropriately sized olive for the vein to be stripped. The stainless steel core gives stability for insertion and strength during the vein stripping. The polycarbonate sheath facilitates easy examination of the vein after stripping. The handle can be positioned and repositioned on the Vastrip Special when stripping the vein. A sterile holder keeps the stripper and handle in place until time of use.

- **Safe** – more than one million patients have been treated using Vastrip Special.
- **Easy to introduce and control during the whole operation**
- **Choice of four olive sizes** (6, 9, 12, 15 mm)
- **An adjustable handle gives extra pulling strength**
- **Spiral formed tip**

Vastrip™ Special is the original Vastrip™ product. The excellent quality and the ease of use of the product make it one of the most popular varicose vein strippers.
Vastrip™ Special

**Holder**
Vastrip Special is supplied on a sterile holder.

**Description**

**Material**
Stainless steel (stripper core), Polycarbonate (stripper sheath and fixed olive), Acetale (olives), ABS (handle).

**Sterilisation**
The products are sterilised using ethylene oxide.

**Single use**
All components are intended for single use only. Do not use if the package is open or damaged.

**Olives**
One fixed olive and three detachable olives give the choice of 4 different sizes.

**Product range – Vastrip Special**
Ref. 67322 4x10

**References:**

**Handle**
One of the unique features of Vastrip Special is the movable handle. The handle gives extra pulling strength when vein stripping is performed.
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